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Introduction  
 
Since the development of the Internet in the 1960s, modern states have become completely 
dependent on their ability to communicate in the global information domain. Cyberspace, a key 
component of this domain, is defined in the ADF’s ‘Defence strategic cyber operations policy 
2010’ as: 
 

Cyberspace is a component of the global information domain consisting of the 
interdependent network of information technology infrastructures, including the Internet, 
telecommunications networks, computer systems, and embedded processors and 
controllers, and their resident data (ADF, 2010).  

 
At the same time, technology has changed the way that nations project influence and power. This 
has driven significant changes within all modern navies, including the Royal Australian Navy 
(RAN). However, the accelerating growth of cyberspace is dynamic and unpredictable, which 
means that navies (and others) must continue to adapt in order ‘to effectively conduct maritime 
operations in the information age’ (Kirk, 2016).  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Members of No. 462 Squadron partake in Exercise Pink Pill - a Defensive Cyberspace Exercise. 
Photographer: CPL Brenton Kwaterski. 
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This article outlines the significance of the effective management of cyber, particularly for the 
RAN, developing an argument for cyber as a key component of operational testing and 
evaluation. After introducing the key concepts, the article explores the drivers of change within 
the RAN, which have been categorised into three significant technology shifts: integration, 
connectivity and dependence. The article then discusses the role of testing and evaluation in 
achieving cyber-worthy capabilities, and introduces two frameworks, before concluding with 
several recommendations. 
 
The militarisation of cyber 
 
The world has progressed from analogue to digital, radio to fibre, and from phone lines to data 
packets. But information has continued to be captured, stored and transmitted. In the context of 
information warfare (IW), where ‘decision superiority’ is predicated on information advantage, 
cyber technologies both reduce the material resources required to develop and deliver effects and 
increase the speed with which those threats can evolve. In this information domain, cyber 
weapons can also be used to destroy or disable critical infrastructure, which previously was only 
vulnerable to physical damage.  
 
However, it is rarely possible to identify the source of a cyber-attack with certainty. Therefore, 
building an accurate picture of the threat in cyberspace is complicated, not least because of the 
blurring between state and non-state actors. Also, malicious activity in cyberspace is not just 
contained in the intangible domain of information. The widespread embarrassment of cyber-
related failures has spilled into the physical domains. Consider the destruction of nuclear 
centrifuges in an Iranian enrichment plant from the Stuxnet virus. An increasing amount of 
civilian infrastructure, such as telecommunications, banking and transportation systems, is also 
increasingly vulnerable.  
 
Within modern militaries, the trend towards cheap, modular and flexible networked and 
reconfigurable systems has driven acquisition patterns, including in the RAN. For example, where 
a mechanical switch may have controlled a valve in the past, an electronic switch connected to a 
computer now controls it. Unlike their predecessors, these new systems exist in cyberspace and 
hence are vulnerable to cyber-attack. 
  
The role of testing and evaluation 
 
A common misconception is that all vulnerabilities can be identified and addressed before a 
system is deployed. Most vulnerabilities can be mitigated through good design and extensive 
testing. However, some variables exist only while the system is operational, the most significant 
of these being human error. This, combined with a regular configuration change, necessitates an 
operational approach to cyber testing and evaluation. 
 
To achieve their intent, a malicious actor may take advantage of one or more vulnerabilities. 
Where an actor has both the intent and capability to exploit a vulnerability, this is known as a 
threat. A single vulnerability in isolation may be irrelevant in the same way an unlocked door may 
be of no interest to anyone. However, when combined with other vulnerabilities, it may be the 
crucial ingredient. Consider an unlocked vault inside the building with an unlocked door; this 
combination of vulnerabilities is potentially devastating. Therefore, it is essential to guide any 
search for vulnerabilities from an understanding of intent, which necessitates the testing of a 
system while it is operating normally that is, configured as it is when deployed.  
 
A common guide to cyber-security is Kirchhoff’s principle, reproduced as Shannon’s maxim that 
‘one ought to design systems under the assumption that the enemy will immediately gain full 
familiarity with them’ (Shannon, 1949). The idea is that a system should be secure even if 
everything about the system, except the key, is public knowledge. Maintaining secrecy concerning 
the design and configuration of a network is merely a layer of security, and not intrinsically any 
guarantee of its security. Hence, monitoring for malicious activity is not enough. It must be 
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assumed that any system is capable of being compromised. Capabilities must, therefore, be 
engineered with the ability to recover from and continue functioning in a degraded information 
environment. 
 
Cyber in the maritime domain 
 
Warships are not beyond the reach of cyberspace, even at sea, and the RAN is no exception. The 
implications of a cyber-attack stretch beyond the operational to the potential reputational impact 
on the RAN and its strategic alliances. When cooperating with other forces in a joint or combined 
task force, it will be essential that Australia’s capability does not represent a potential 
vulnerability, and therefore a risk to the broader mission and other forces. 
 
Increasing demand for more flexible maritime capability has driven changes within the RAN, 
which are broadly categorised as three significant technology shifts, namely the adoption of 
integrated architecture, increasing connectivity to external systems, and a deeper dependence on 
the defence industry for logistics support. Each of these has contributed to the breaking down of 
information ‘silos’, which results in greater interdependence between systems. Even though these 
shifts are a result of technological progress, they each represent sources of cyber risk to the RAN.  
 
Integration 
 
Many systems aboard modern warships are connected and integrated into a single architecture. 
This is a result of the shift from federated towards integrated architectures. The most significant 
reasons for this are that integrated architectures are cheaper, more modular and reconfigurable 
in a way that allows more capable platforms to be developed. However, this flexibility also 
represents a source of cyber risk due to vulnerabilities being difficult to find or potential adverse 
interactions between systems. This is because it is impractical to precisely define the relationships 
and interactions between systems during design. The greater degree of connectedness between 
the systems in an integrated architecture also means that vulnerabilities in one system can 
propagate to another. 
 
The management of cyber risk must be considered throughout the whole capability lifecycle and 
not just during the acquisition phase. Securing a poorly designed system can be prohibitively 
expensive. Every time a system is added, its software modified, or the network itself 
reconfigured, there is an opportunity for new vulnerabilities to arise. For example, consider the 
installation of new washing machines with automated alarms being integrated into a ship’s 
monitoring network. If the washing machine software is of poor quality, it may contain a 
vulnerability that could adversely affect the ship’s monitoring system. Establishing requirements 
for cyber-security has, among other benefits, the additional outcome of improving the quality of 
software that is developed. It is precisely the flexible nature of interactions between systems that 
increases the cyber risk a warship is exposed to. 
 
Connectivity 
 
The operational environment is inherently connected, with both joint and combined forces 
routinely operating together. To support this operational environment, the maritime capability is 
becoming increasingly connected to systems in the sea, air, land and space domains. In addition, 
terrestrial networks have increasing support and operational role on-ship activities. Every 
transmission to and from a ship presents an opportunity for a hostile actor to either disrupt, 
deny, degrade, destroy or deceive the ship. This is because there is potential for a skilled actor to 
manipulate the electromagnetic spectrum or other transmission media in a way that adversely 
affects the ability of the ship to perform its mission effectively. 
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Dependence 
 
Increased dependence on support from external organisations has resulted from accelerating RAN 
acquisition of complex capability while simultaneously reducing the uniformed footprint. Core 
functions that were previously undertaken by the RAN, such as maintenance and logistics, are 
now being fulfilled through external organisations.  
 
These services are increasingly being transacted in cyberspace as Defence brings products and 
services online. For example, ‘Web Forms’ are rapidly taking the place of paper to facilitate 
storing, processing and tracking of information. This progress is necessary to support additional 
capability with reduced staffing, and it facilitates an increased volume and quality of 
communication between and within Defence units and external organisations. However, the 
impact of these services needs to be considered from a cybersecurity perspective to understand 
the risks that the RAN is exposed to.  
 
By facilitating the breaking down of information ‘silos’, technological adoption facilitates an 
increased flow of information between support organisations. However, this greater degree of 
interconnectivity means that any vulnerabilities in one system can more readily propagate to and 
compromise other systems in the network.  
 
Consequently, the security of information now stored in cyberspace needs to be considered as 
there is increased dependence on connected systems and as integrated organisations are trusted 
to manage their cyber domain with integrity.  
 
IW continues to play a significant role in the maritime context, especially as the RAN has moved 
into cyberspace with more integrated, connected and dependent capability. It follows that the 
RAN must be proactive in its pursuit of measures to manage risks in cyberspace. The avenue 
proposed by this article for effective cyber defence is for cybersecurity to be introduced through 
Navy engineering and, specifically, for cyber testing and evaluation to be implemented as part of 
the seaworthiness framework to address the challenges associated with operating in the 21st 
century. 
 
Testing and evaluation towards cyber-worthiness 
 
The concept of ‘cyber-worthiness’ may be considered a cyberspace analogy to ‘seaworthiness’. 
The implication being that RAN capability must be prepared to meet potential adversaries in 
cyberspace to continue the fight at sea. Accordingly, cyber-worthy should be included within 
existing policy alongside fitness for service, safety, and environmental compliance. This would 
ensure that cyber is considered at every stage of the capability lifecycle and as part of the Sea 
Release Assurance Framework. To achieve this, operational tests and evaluation need to be the 
primary driver for ensuring that RAN maritime capability is cyber-worthy.  
 
As an analogy to seaworthiness, a ship that is cyber-worthy can operate effectively even while in 
a contested, degraded or operationally limited information environment. For maritime capability 
that depends on cyberspace to operate effectively, this would suggest that the ship (and its 
supporting elements) is resilient to adverse conditions in cyberspace. Therefore, cyber-worthiness 
could be seen as the process that assures that maritime capability is cyber-worthy; that is, well 
suited for operations, and resilient to adverse conditions within cyberspace.  
Paul Kirk asserts that a key challenge for the implementation of the RAN’s ‘Information warfare: 
Master Plan 2030’ concerning cyber has been an absence of clear strategy and end-states (Kirk, 
2016, p. 5).  Therefore, the concept of cyber-worthiness and its incorporation into existing policy 
would seem to be the right way to respond to this challenge. This would require that ‘objective 
quality evidence’, specific for cyber, be developed as part of the Sea Release Assurance 
Framework, with the evolution of operational tests and evaluation of the natural candidate to 
drive this strategy.  
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Head Information Warfare Major General Marcus Thompson (seated, front left) and Joint Cyber Unit personnel talk to 
participants of the Accelerated Defensive Cyber Training program run by Fifth Domain in Canberra, on 14 August 2020. 
 
 
The role of operational testing and evaluation in cyber-worthiness 
 
Commenting on the importance of operational testing, the US Department of Operational Testing 
and Evaluation has asserted that: 
 
The cyber threat has become as real a threat to US military forces as the missile, artillery, 
aviation and electronic warfare…. Real-world cyber adversaries regularly demonstrate their ability 
to compromise systems and inflict damage. Operational testing must examine system 
performance in the presence of a realistic cyber threat (cited in Joiner, undated). 
It follows that the tools of operational testing and evaluation, such as penetration testing and 
security audits, need to be employed to ensure that the capability is cyber-worthy. The Existing 
RAN policy was originally developed for assets with long development times defined operating 
envelopes, and long in-service life.  
 
However, the policy now needs to be adapted to evolving technology, such as a process outlined 
in Figure 1.  
 
 

 
  
Figure 1: Operational test and evaluation process for cyber. (Christensen, 2016) 
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The above is a simplistic illustration of the process used to evaluate an individual capability in a 
realistic environment. These steps are explained further as follows: 
 

 Understand requirements. Develop the cyberspace context the system operates in. 
Examples include what systems are integrated, and what role the system has in 
supporting the mission. 

 Characterise attack surface. Understand the interface between integrated systems and 
the potential methods an adversary could use to penetrate the system. 

 Identify vulnerabilities. Analyse the system for potential failure modes or conditions, 
which an adversary may use to their advantage. 

 Conduct penetration testing. Interrogate the system to exploit vulnerabilities.  
 Operational assessment. Evaluate test results to assess the ability of the system to 

resist the realistic cyber threat. 

Christensen’s model represents a good reference for the RAN to develop its process. However, 
establishing a process to evaluate individual capability is only the first step towards cyber-
worthiness. In addition, there must be an overarching strategy or framework to guide its 
implementation.  
 
The ‘five pillars’ framework  
 
Symantec, a leader in commercial anti-virus software, has suggested a ‘five pillars’ framework to 
encourage organisations to revisit their security posture and move their focus towards cyber-
resilience (see Figure 2).  
 
This framework explicitly avoids prescriptive behaviour, such as checklists, but instead promotes 
a risk-aware approach through evaluations based on a realistic picture of the threat environment 
as built and understood through active cyber intelligence (Kirk, 2016). This is where operational 
testing and evaluation would represent a natural fit for driving such an approach to cyber-
worthiness within the RAN. 
 

 
  
Figure 2: The ‘five pillars’ framework to evaluate individual capability. (Symantec, 2014) 
 
The five pillars represent key functions to manage cyber risk through a continual process of 
refinement, as explained as follows: 

• Identify. Conduct an infrastructure and information assessment to establish a baseline 
understanding of known security vulnerabilities. 

• Protect. Develop and implement safeguards for critical infrastructure and services to limit or 
contain the impact of an attack. How up to date measures are for a system in its current 
configuration is a measure of how well the system is protected. 

• Detect. Develop and implement processes to identify an attack in progress (real-time), 
assess the systems that are affected (near real time) and ensure an appropriate and timely 
response. To achieve this, networks should be continuously monitored and relevant activity 
logged as indicators of a potential attack or for future analysis. 
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• Respond. The ability to respond to a cyber-attack and remediate effects is a measure of 
cyber-worthiness. This requires the ability to understand the likely effects of cyber-attack and 
develop a plan to coordinate a response. 

• Recover. Develop and implement plans to restore data and services that may have been 
impacted during a cyber-attack. 

This section has developed the concept of cyber-worthiness and argued for operational testing 
and evaluation as a key driver towards its implementation. Regardless of the path taken, the 
costs for delay or inaction are great. Therefore, the following section outlines three specific 
recommendations for RAN consideration.  
 
Integrating cyber operational testing and evaluation 
 
The RAN has adopted increasingly complex technological capabilities, however, its adoption of 
industry best practices has not kept pace. This is a type of technical debt, where the interest is 
unnecessary cyber risk exposure and the opportunity cost of poor technology utilisation.  
 
In 2014, the Australian Signals Directorate published a document titled ‘Strategies to mitigate 
targeted cyber intrusions, which outlined specific recommendations to combat elementary threats 
in cyberspace (Australian Signals Directorate, 2014). In addition to implementing those 
recommendations, this article suggests the RAN should consider the following.    
 
Establish RAN cyber capability 
 
The RAN needs to develop its cyber capability, which should include the concept of ‘cyber-
worthiness’. The reasons are three-fold. Firstly, effectively combating cyber demands a deep 
technical understanding not only of the technology but also the operating environment. This 
complexity cannot be outsourced to another department or organisation.  
 
Secondly, the RAN is ultimately accountable to deliver seaworthy material. This requires that 
decision-makers at every level of the command chain be aware of cyber. Responsibility cannot be 
outsourced because, like safety, it is the responsibility of everyone to practise good security. To 
achieve this, the RAN needs to ensure adequate training and develop a cyber-aware culture. 
Finally, cyber specialists must be embedded, or at least made available, within acquisition and 
sustainment projects, to facilitate a process of certification and accreditation of cyber-worthy 
material.  
 
Integrate cyber-worthy into the seaworthiness framework 
 
The seaworthiness framework is the natural place to integrate the concept of cyber-worthiness.  
Cyber-security must be as fundamental as ship stability or safety. Ideally, requirements for  
cyber-worthiness would be established early in the acquisition and design processes. However, 
the existing capability must also be considered where it is vulnerable to cyber-attack. Addressing 
issues proactively, before they are realised, is far cheaper than the alternative.  
 
Some consider cyberspace to be the realm of specialists with techniques that are difficult to 
understand and apply. However, there are established and readily adopted controls that do not 
require expert skills. These practices have analogies such as key control or monitoring logs. 
Essentially, good cyber-security is largely the diligent application of basic controls to manage risk 
(Kirk, 2016).  
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Collaborate with existing leaders to develop RAN policy 
 
RAN policy is sparse on cyber at an unclassified level. Where cyber is employed, it is through 
specialists or by an external organisation. However, this is an unsustainable model to deliver 
capability that is cyber-worthy. While specialists and external organisations can provide support 
in critical areas, they cannot be responsible for the entire RAN. Moreover, while much of the 
discussion on cyber is classified, this article has argued that to establish cyber-worthiness as a 
process, underlying every maritime capability, knowledge needs to be embedded in the Navy’s 
people.  
 
To that end, the RAN must collaborate with existing leaders in cyber to develop its policy. The 
RAN has a unique operating environment but appropriating experience elsewhere would assist in 
developing relevant policy and practices. The industry generally has adapted quickly to 
cyberspace, and expertise already exists within Australia Government departments. The US 
Department of Defense has also been supportive of RAAF efforts on the Joint Strike Fighter 
project. The RAN should leverage these and other relationships to gain access to additional 
expertise. The importance of such collaboration has been summarised as: 
 

As our dependence on information networks increases, it will take a team to eliminate 
vulnerabilities and counter the ever-growing threats to the network. We can succeed in 
securing it by building strong partnerships between and within the private and public 
sectors, encouraging information sharing and collaboration, and creating and leveraging 
the technology that allows us to secure cyberspace (Alexander, 2013). 

 
Conclusion 
 
With cyber-attacks on Australia and Australians increasing, even crossing into the physical 
domains, it is evident that the RAN is not immune. Technology shifts in the maritime domain have 
driven new and advanced capabilities, which have increased integration, connectivity and 
dependence on cyberspace, representing a significant risk. It follows that a modern warship is 
vulnerable to these risks, even at sea.  
 
This article has argued for the concept of ‘cyber-worthy’ to be included in the existing RAN policy, 
alongside fitness for service, safety, and environmental compliance. It has also been argued that 
operational testing and evaluation should be the key driver of cyber-worthiness. Employing the 
tools of operational testing and evaluation, such as regular penetration testing and security 
audits, provides the best way to manage this risk.  
 
Two frameworks have been presented which explicitly avoid promoting prescriptive behaviour but 
instead deliver a risk-aware approach. The article has also suggested three specific 
recommendations for RAN consideration, namely that the RAN develops its cyber capability, that 
cyber-worthiness be integrated into the seaworthiness framework, and that the RAN collaborates 
with best-practice leaders to develop its policy for cyber-worthiness.  
 
Cyberspace represents a serious threat. However, as Australia and like-minded countries 
increasingly rely on cyberspace to enhance their warfighting capability, the opportunity arises to 
manage the risks of operating in cyberspace and, indeed, to turn Australia’s command of the new 
battlespace to its benefit.  
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